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Abstract: To date, more than 30 000 hepatitis C virus (HCV) sequences have been deposited in the generalistAbstract
databases DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database (EMBL) and GenBank®.
The main difficulties with HCV sequences in these databases are their retrieval, annotation and analyses. To help
HCV researchers face the increasing needs of HCV sequence analyses, we developed a specialised database of
computer-annotated HCV sequences, called HCVDB. HCVDB is re-built every month from an up-to-date
EMBL database by an automated process. HCVDB provides key data about the HCV sequences (e.g. genotype,
genomic region, protein names and functions, known 3-dimensional structures) and ensures consistency of the
annotations, which enables reliable keyword queries. The database is highly integrated with sequence and
structure analysis tools and the SRS (LION bioscience) keywords query system. Thus, any user can extract
subsets of sequences matching particular criteria or enter their own sequences and analyse them with various
bioinformatics programs available on the same server.
Availability: HCVDB is available from http://hepatitis.ibcp.fr
Contact: Gilbert Deléage (g.deleage@ibcp.fr)

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a major cause of chronic In order to manage such large and growing collections of
sequences and to facilitate their analysis, we developed a newhepatitis, liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma worldwide.
HCV sequences database: HCVDB (for a review of virusThe HCV genome is approximately 9600 nucleotides in length and
databases see Kellam and Mar Albà[4]). The HCVDB databasecarries a single, long open reading frame (ORF) flanked by 5′ and
contains computer-annotated HCV sequences integrated with3′ untranslated regions. The ORF encodes a polyprotein of about
analysis tools.3000 amino acids that is processed by cellular and viral proteases

to yield at least ten mature proteins: C, E1, E2, p7, NS2, NS3,
Building the DatabaseNS4A, NS4B, NS5A and NS5B.[1]

The sequence dissimilarity among HCV genomes leads to the HCVDB is re-built every month by an automated process using
definition of a large number of genotypes.[2] The genotype nomen- the EMBL database that is updated weekly.[5] The annotation
clature follows the format HCV-1a, HCV-1b, HCV-2a etc., with process uses a reference database (HCVREF) of 33 manually
1–11 indicating the type and a, b etc. indicating the subtype. The annotated complete genomes representing 17 well characterised
various genotypes are distributed into six clades: 1, 2, 3 (including genotypes.[6] The process is divided into three main steps.
type 10), 4, 5 and 6 (including types 7, 8, 9 and 11). It is now well First, all the EMBL entries with the OrganiSm (OS) field
established that the genotype is a crucial predictive factor of the matching the keyword ‘hepatitis C virus’ are collected into the
response to interferon therapy.[3] Consequently, intensive sequenc- HCVEMBL database. Second, each sequence of HCVEMBL is
ing and sequence analyses of HCV genomes are currently con- compared against HCVREF using the FASTA3 program.[7] De-
ducted, and >30 000 sequences that make up 187 complete ge- fault parameters are used, except for the penalty for the first
nomes of various genotypes have been deposited to date into DNA residue in a gap (set to –24) and the statistics estimation model (set
Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), EMBL Nucleotide Sequence to 3) to identify the closest reference genome (command options:
Database (EMBL) and GenBank® databases. fasta –b3 –d3 –f–24 –g–4 –z3). The annotations (e.g. protein
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names, interesting sites) of the closest reference genome are sequence as deposited in EMBL and S = split sequences according
to genome structure) and N and P indicate the sequence typetransferred to the nucleotide sequence examined and to its transla-
(nucleotide or protein). The format of HCVDB entries is describedtion. The sequence is then genotyped. The sequence genotyping
in the user manual (in PDF format), available from URL http://algorithm uses the full-length nucleotide sequence of three regions
hcvpub.ibcp.fr/cgi-bin/hcvpub_automat.pl?page=/HCVPUB/hcvpof the genome: C, E1 and NS5B. Each of these subsequences
ub_help.html or from the home page by following the linksserves as a query for a sequence similarity search against HC-
Public→Help→HCVDB help→User manual. The numbers of en-VREF. If the sequence identity between the reference genome and
tries in the different databases for the current release of HCVDBthe query subsequence is higher than a ‘type’ threshold (table I),
(number 48, 21 November 2004) are HCVEMB, 30816;the subsequence is annotated with the virus type of the reference
HCVUFN, 30816; HCVUFP, 26028; HCVUSN, 46464; andgenome. If the sequence identity is higher than a ‘subtype’ thresh-
HCVUSP, 37302.old, the subsequence is also annotated with the virus subtype of the

reference genome; thus, the genotype (type with subtype) is de-
fined. Accessing HCVDB

The sequence identity thresholds (table I) were from data from
Users can access HCVDB data through HCVSRS and HCVSAthe phylogenetic study carried out by Tokita et al.[6] on the 11

modules (figure 1). HCVSRS is a dedicated interface to HCVDBclusters classification, with an additional security margin of 2%
based on the widely used SRS system (LION bioscience). It allowsfor C and E1 and 1% for NS5B. These thresholds therefore
the fast retrieval of sequences using keywords (e.g. sequencerepresent the minimum percentage of sequence identity, plus the
accession number or author names) and enables the building of asecurity margins, for grouping together all sequences in the correct
subset of sequences that match a particular criteria (e.g. a specifiedtype/subtype and for discriminating between types and subtypes –
protein domain of a specific HCV genotype; see figure 1a to figureat best. The HCV clade is then inferred from the type. When two or
1c). The SRS layout files allow the display of the entries in a morethree subsequences are present in the same sequence, the consis-
human-readable view (called ‘nice view’; see figure 1d) than thetency of the genotype determination results is checked. If the
text view. A quick tour of SRS is available from the home page bygenotypes are not the same for the three subsequences, clade and
following the links Public→Help→HCVSRS help.genotype are set to 0. If the sequence identity is below the ‘type’

HCVSA is a light version of the NPS@ server[8] developed inthreshold, the ‘not available’ (n.a.) value is given for the genotype
our team at IBCP and implemented in Perl programming language.and clade. A leave-one-out test was used to check the robustness of
The main feature of HCVSA is the interconnection of 33 analysisthe genotyping algorithm with the reference genomes. For 18
methods and 7 biological databases within a simple, user-friendlygenomes the genotype was correctly predicted, for 2 the type/clade
web interface (table II). Thus, it provides an easy method for thewas correctly predicted, 7 were predicted as n.a. (each one is the
analysis of HCV nucleotide and protein sequences and structures,unique representative of its genotype in the set) and the last 6 were
and avoids the tedious and time-consuming cut-and-paste interme-predicted as 0 genotype (for all of them there was inconsistency
diate operations between different servers. Typically, the user canbetween the right type and the n.a. value). In summary, the
(i) search for specific homologous sequences; (ii) extract a subset;algorithm never attributes a wrong genotype.
(iii) perform multiple alignments; (iv) make secondary structure

For the third step in the annotation process, the nucleotide and predictions, add them to the multiple alignment and generate a
polypeptide sequences are split according to the HCV genome consensus prediction; (v) plot physicochemical profiles (e.g. hy-
structure. This automated annotation process creates four different drophobicity, antigenicity, potential membranous regions, predict-
databases as flat text files named HCVUFN, HCVUFP, HCVUSN ed solvent accessibility); and (vi) detect functional sites or signa-
and HCVUSP, where U indicates public sequences, F and S tures specific to a protein family. The input data required for
indicate the split state of the sequences (F = full length of the HCVSA is one of the following: a single sequence (personal data);

a personal sequence databank (built from experimental sequencing
or from a keywords query with HCVSRS); or a user-defined
pattern using the PROSITE syntax. The network protein sequence
analysis (NPSA) link is another key feature of HCVSA and is
mainly available in the similarity search result pages. It provides
sequence and structure analysis tools for sequences that are similar
to the query sequence. It also offers a link to our automatic,

Table I. Sequence identity thresholds used for hepatitis C virus type and
subtype assignment[6]

Genomic region Type threshold (%) Subtype threshold (%)

C 90 95

E1 72 90

NS5B 81 93
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Fig. 1. Example of analysis with HCVDB. (a) In HCVSRS, the user selects a database to query (e.g. HCVUSP) and the form to use (e.g. extended, see red
arrow). (b) The user enters the query criteria (e.g. NS3 sequences with a length of 631 amino acids and belonging to clade 2) and submits the query (red
arrow). (c) List of entries matching the criteria. The user can access entry data through the entry ‘nice view’ (d) by clicking on the hyperlink in the list (red
arrow) and, using the SRS launch button (green arrow), can transfer the sequences to the HCVSA module (e). (f) ClustalW alignment with predicted
secondary structure consensus as viewed in HCVSA.

3-dimensional, protein structure-modelling server: Geno3D.[9] A result pages. HCVSRS can send sequences to HCVSA for further
help page describing HCVSA methods is available from the home analyses (e.g. alignment; see figure 1e and figure 1f), thanks to a
page by following the links Public→Help→HCVSA help. Perl script call by the SRS launch button.

HCVSRS and HCVSA modules are interconnected, i.e. data are The full- and split-sequence databases (HCVUFN, HCVUFP,
exchanged automatically between them on user request. HCVSA HCVUSN, HCVUSP) were built to facilitate sequence analyses
offers links to the ‘nice view’ of the entries in the similarity search with HCVSA after their retrieval with HCVSRS. For example,

© 2004 Adis Data Information BV. All rights reserved. Appl Bioinformatics 2004; 3 (4)
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and analyses in the HCV field, HCVDB is a powerful tool for all
HCV researchers.
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Table II. Bioinformatic analysis methods available in the HCVSA module of
HCVDB

Category Methods

Homology search BLAST®, PSI-BLAST, FASTA,
SSEARCH

Functional sites or signatures PATTINPROT, PROSCAN
detection

Multiple alignment ClustalW, MultAlin

Protein secondary structure PHD, GOR (I, II and IV), MLRC,
prediction SOPM, SOPMA, HNN, DPM, DSC,

SIMPA96, PREDATOR, Consensus

Miscellaneous tools Composition, ColorSeq, COILS, HTH,
PCProf, PHDhtm

relevant to the content of this article.
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